Local Habitation: A Sequence of Poems

By Peter Dale

Carcanet Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Local Habitation: A Sequence of Poems, Peter Dale, This sequence of poems in three voices introduces a ghostly eternal triangle whose lines are ruled feint or bold in response to situation, time and change. A man and two women explore their memories in conversational poems which, in their combination of lyric and narrative, form a novel contribution to poetry. The story is of an abruptly ended first love affair, an encounter and marriage with another, the joy of birth, the mourning for the infant’s death and its aftermath. The voices of the protagonists, rooted in their local habitations, weave in and out of the speech and consciousness of each of them with all the nuances, pleasures and regrets of hindsight and its shifts in recollection.

The publication is great and fantastic. It really is simplistic but surprises within the 50 % from the publication. Your daily life span will be change when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Althea Aufderhar

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who state that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- Veronica Hauck DVM
In this essay the author reassesses affinities between the language of the poem and the characteristic linguistic habits of Chapman, Davies, and Shakespeare. He uses a single large corpus of poems and plays by these three writers and a number of their contemporaries, as well as some straightforwardly quantitative measures: a list of words peculiar to an author, a list of words never appearing in his or her work, a list of adjacent word pairs that appear regularly in an author's work, and a list of pairs appearing rarely in it. Sequence Poems - Popular examples of all types of sequence poetry to share and read. View a list of new poems for SEQUENCE by modern poets. Dale's lyric style is intensely intimate whilst avoiding the histrionic pitfalls of the confessional mode. His formidable formal control is similarly understated, living up to his own injunction that "a poet shouldn't draw attention to his stylistic self; the poem should be a lens through which something crucial is seen." - Esther Morgan introducing Peter Dale's National Poetry Archive CD. "Peter Dale is the most underrated poet of his generation" -- Michael Donaghy. Review. Dale's lyric style is intensely intimate whilst avoiding the